
 
SIDE ACTION DURING WORLD SERIES OF POKER 

 

The World Series of Poker in Las Vegas encompasses a lot more than what you see on ESPN.   
 

During the seven-week series each Summer at the Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas, the Rio 
Convention Center is transformed into a poker player’s dream, with non-stop action in every form and 
buy-in level imaginable. 
 

In addition to 62 gold bracelet events being offered in 2013, the Rio will also host 24-hour cash 
games, single-table satellites, mega-satellites, and daily Deepstack tournaments, all which 
promise to be bigger and more robust than ever before. 
 

There are a total of 480 poker tables in use during the WSOP – the most ever – and this will allow us 
to accommodate as many players for each event as the demand dictates. 
 

If you are looking for a cash game, a satellite or Daily Deepstack tournament, you will want to head to 
the Pavilion Ballroom in the Rio Convention Center.  The Pavilion is the largest poker room in use 
during the WSOP, and features 257 poker tables. 
 

The Pavilion has its own cage and registration area, so if you are entering Daily Deepstacks, 
satellites or cash games, we encourage you to go straight to the Pavilion Room, register and begin 
play all in the same room.  The only exception is if you do not have a Total Rewards Player Card.  If 
you have yet to sign up for Total Rewards, complete this task in the rotunda using your valid photo 
identification and then enter the Pavilion Room to start your play. 
 

Below you will see details of the Daily Deepstacks and the variety of cash games being offered. 
 

Daily Deepstacks 
During the WSOP, three daily one-day Deepstack events are scheduled.  They begin promptly at 3 
PM, 6 PM and 10 PM, beginning May 29 and continuing through July 12. 
 

All our Deepstack tournaments feature 30 minute levels and play continues until we have a winner. 
 

Re-entry is allowed in these events through 4 levels of play.  Players must be out of chips before they 
can re-enter, but they can re-enter as many times as they wish, prior to registration closing at the end 
of Level 4.  (Approximately 2 hours, 20 minutes after event start time) 
 

May 29 – July 15, 2013 
 

3 PM  $235 Buy-In  15,000 in starting chips 
6 PM  $185 Buy-In  10,000 in starting chips 
10 PM  $135 Buy-In  5,000 in starting chips 
 
Cash Games 
Cash games run 24/7/365 in the Rio Poker Room (located next to the Race & Sports Book), and 
beginning May 29, 2013, the Pavilion Ballroom in the Rio Convention Center opens up to allow 82 
additional cash game tables to run concurrent to the WSOP schedule. 
 
The “green” section of the Pavilion Ballroom is the epicenter for WSOP cash games.  To locate the 
green section, simply enter the Pavilion Ballroom and locate the signage in the walkways with green-
colored table numbers. 
 
Locate a Live Action Supervisor to sign up for a cash game. 



 
Games Spread: Almost everything and anything you can imagine can and will be spread during the 
WSOP.  Of course No-Limit Hold’em and Limit Hold’em, plus Pot-Limit Omaha, Omaha 8 or Better, 
Razz, Seven Card Stud, Seven Card Stud 8 or Better, Triple Draw Lowball, Ace to Five Triple Draw 
Lowball, Badugi, Big-O and whatever else a table full of players requests, assuming we have a dealer 
capable and the authority to deal it. 
 
Range of Limits Spread: Our smallest cash games will be $1/$2 No-Limit Hold’em and $2/$4 Limit 
Hold’em.  Our biggest games will be as high as anybody would like to play.  In 2012, our biggest 
game was $500-$1000-$2000 three-blind Pot-Limit Omaha with a minimum buy-in of $80,000! 
 
Minimum Buy-In Amounts: Each game will have the minimum buy-in posted on the table and at the 
registration podium.  In general, buy-in amounts are consistent with standard offerings in live poker 
rooms. 
 
Policy to Enter a Game: Please see a Live Action Supervisor to sign up for a game.  If you are in the 
Pavilion, there will be three podiums in the Green section; No-Limit, Middle Limit/Pot-Limit Omaha 
and High Limit. 
 
Requirements to Play: You must have a valid photo ID to play in a cash game.  A Total Rewards 
card is not required.  The only acceptable forms of ID are: 
 
U.S. Residents: 
 

 Driver’s license or State issued picture ID  
 U.S. Passport  

 Passport card  

 Military ID  
 Permanent Resident Alien Card (Must say Permanent, if not must show Passport) 

 

The only acceptable forms of ID for CANADA, SWITZERLAND, MEXICO and U.S. TERRITORIES 
(Puerto Rico, Guam, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, the U.S. Virgin Islands, or 
American Samoa): 
 

 Driver’s license 

 Passport 
 

The only acceptable forms of ID for ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: 
 

 Passport ONLY 
 

 
Follow the WSOP Live Action on Twitter @WSOPLiveAction to stay up to date on the latest 
games being spread during the WSOP. 
 

www.WSOP.com 
 

http://www.wsop.com/

